Education Financing Consultations

The challenges of educating in Pakistan and the need of the government to provide good quality of education for all children between the ages 6-15, particularly to the underprivileged population situated in rural and urban areas, are of utmost concern to the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Finance and the other stakeholders. The aim of this consultation is to discuss the issues around innovative forms of financing education and the need to establish a national framework of education financing that is inclusive, equitable and sustainable.

Global Action Week for Education 2016

UNESCO's Global Action Week for Education celebrates its 10th anniversary this year and takes place from 16th May to 21st May. The theme for this year is “Childhood and education: Why education is the tool to end child labour”. The campaign seeks to raise awareness among policymakers, educators, civil society and the public about the need to accelerate progress towards realizing the right to education for all children.

Humbans of Pakistan

In a second quadruped, Empaba has the day off, enjoying a refreshing swim in the water. It has been eating wild yam root and is currently resting in the shade. The weather has been quite hot recently, but the Empaba seems to be enjoying the cool water.

FED: UNICEF under the wings of national engagement and support

In order to further support the implementation of education policies, UNICEF and UNESCO (in Pakistan) are working together to strengthen the capacity of the Ministry of Education and the provincial education departments. The objective is to enhance the quality of education and to ensure that all children have access to basic education.

Teachers Without Borders

We are pleased to announce the first of our new program by Teachers Without Borders. In this program, we will be focusing on the needs of underprivileged children in the region. The program will provide them with education and training that will help them develop their skills and abilities. We are committed to making a difference in the lives of these children and we hope to see positive results in the future.